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In our third year of operations
the RMWS has been very busy
with a whole gamut of projects
that kept the board and members
hopping. With the AGM kicking
off our year in June where we
had a new board member voted
in, Bryan Allan, who is
replacing out-going director, Pat Long; and guest
speaker, Mors Kochanski, a renowned survival
specialist putting on a weekend of demonstrations
and lectures that our members will not soon forget.

Dennis’ due diligence he managed to get an ESRD
fire crew that was stationed out of Entrance and a
helicopter to go in during August to complete the
project. While in doing his completion run he was
surprised to find Johnny Groat, a local outfitter, and
one of his guests, Marty Kjos, out clearing trail from
the South Berland side. (Marty’s dad Bob Kjos
outfitted in the Wilmore Park back in the early
50’s). With Dennis’ fire crew run the Pope/Thoreau
trail is now completed and a big Thank You goes
out to The Wild Sheep Foundation (Yellowhead
Chapter) as the sole sponsor for this trail.
The second project was from Porcupine Licks to
Rocky Pass. This trail was sponsored by Kallio
Contracting from Edson and to a large part by ACA
(Alberta Conservation Association). Thanks to both
parties.

In June we also had our first on the ground project
kick-off with Dennis and Leanne Quintilio riding
into the Pope/Thoreau trail to do some recon for the
trail clearing that would begin in July. They had a
good trip for the most part mapping out what had to
be cleaned up from the Mountain Trail to the South
Berland River. All went well until the last day when
they were packing up to head back to Rock Lake
when a very large grizzly charged into their camp.
Ask Dennis about it. Things got a little interesting
for a while.
Later on in July Dennis and his crew headed into the
Carson Creek campground where they would work
from to fix up the Pope/Thoreau trail. This project
was a little tougher than they first realized and they
ran out of time before reaching their goal, but with
Arnie Johansson and Gregg Cadrain
with Wild Sheep Foundation trail sign
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Bob Kallio – Porcupine Licks and Saddle Sponsor for the
Cowboys Ball 2014

Lyle headed in
to
Porcupine
Licks in early
July with a very
capable crew of
horse
people
some of which
had a lot of
power
saw
experience. This
trail turned out
to be one of the most
demanding of all we
have ever cleared before.
The new growth that had
to be cut away was in the
3” diameter size and
thicker than hair on a
dog’s back in places with
lots of old growth timber
blown across the trail. There were no easy sections
on this trail from Porcupine Licks to the boulders in
Rocky Pass. The weather was good for the whole
trip but a little too hot for manual labor with highs
during the day reaching into the mid thirty’s. We
drank a lot of water from the river, pushed on every
day, and reached the summit of Rocky Pass on the
eighth day. With this section completed the travel
time from Eric Lake to Porcupine Licks was
shortened by one hour.
After the trail projects were finished, planning for
the annual fundraiser and member’s campout began.
Both events went over very well with quite a few
members enjoying the campout, and the annual
fundraiser once again went over very well with a
sold out crowd which enjoyed a lively evening along
with a lucrative auction for the RMWS. We tried
something different at the fundraiser this time
around with two of our members that have been
exceptionally generous to the society donating a
custom built saddle that would be built by the one

Larry Chapman, Ena Mae Clegg and Alfred Wanyandie on top
of Rocky Pass

and only A.V. Priest from Edmonton. The deal was
we would sell one suit of cards by auctioning them
off. Gordon Murison our illustrious auctioneer had a
blast auctioning the cards off to a very enthusiastic
crowd.

Young upstart auctioneer Carter Ostashek who has a great
future ahead of him, and mentor and accomplished auctioneer
Gordon Murison along with Ken Groat

After the auctioning of the cards was finished they
were pulled from the box one at a time to see who
the lucky winner would be, with three cards left in
the box the two sponsors of the saddle remained in
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the game along with Kevin Guimond. As the second
to last card was pulled Kevin knew he had won the

Above – Tracy Skage and Dave Barron – Both donators and
final buyers of the saddle in the auction
Below – Kevin Guimond with A.V. Priest saddle at Cowboys
Ball

saddle. Kevin turned to me
and said “I am giving it
back, auction it off”. A
huge cheer came from the
crowd and Gordon Murison
went back to work. In the
end Dave Barron bought
the saddle. He was one of
the sponsors of the saddle
along with Bob Kallio. The
three amigos Dave, Bob
and Kevin played a big role at our fundraiser and
created a lot of excitement!
Later on during the winter the RMWS board of
directors had a meeting to strategize on the future
and discussed different advocacy rolls the RMWS
could work on in the Mountain Regions of Alberta.
We then met with Alberta Parks in January to
discuss the RMWS plans for 2015. A couple things
that came out of this meeting were: 1. The
expansion of the Equine campground at Hay River
where we have held our member campouts. A
committee of three was struck by the RMWS board
consisting of Bryan Allan as the lead and members
Ken South and Don Law. Their mandate was to
develop a plan for the expansion of this site along

with associated costs, to include eight more camper
stalls with horse facilities. The next step in this
project will be to go out this spring after the snow is
gone and ground truth the plan to ensure it will
work, then hopefully Alberta Parks will be granted
authority to go ahead with the project; 2. The
RMWS board requested a number of ecofriendly
outhouses from Alberta Parks to distribute at some
of the major campsites within the Willmore
Wilderness Park. Lyle picked up a trailer load of
these thrones in March, with plans of distributing
them before the snow was gone. Brian Bildson has
written a story about the distribution of these thrones
into the back country in this edition.
The next step for these thrones is to get them located
in strategic locations at the campgrounds for the upcoming season. We will be putting together a plan
early this spring to make sure these facilities are in
place prior to a lot of back country travelers hitting
the trail. With this there could very well be some
opportunity for members that are interested in an
early trip to the mountains and setting these
structures up. Stay tuned!!

An example of the thick gnarly brush that was cut on the
Porcupine Licks trail to Rocky Pass

Lyle will be spear heading a trip into Big Graves in
the middle of July this year to carry on with the
RMWS goal of having the main trail from Grande
Cache to Rock Lake opened to the RMWS
standards. While at Big Graves the main trail will be
cleared to Monaghan Creek, and we plan to clear
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see as far as the trail and campground maintenance
goes. Hope to see you on the trail!
from Big Graves as well up to Erik Lake in Rocky
Pass connecting with the section that was done last
year from Porcupine licks to Eric Lake. This will
open a lot of country from the Grande Cache side up
the Sulphur River to Monaghan Creek and over to
the
Muskeg
River
to
Porcupine
Licks. At this
pace one more
trip into this
area should see
the trail cleared
right to Summit
Cabin
which
will complete
our goal of
having a main
trail
through
the Willmore
Wilderness Park open. From Summit Cabin to Rock
Lake there is no work required as the trail follows
the old cat trail.
On the eleventh of April this spring the RMWS
joined up with the Grande Cache Trappers Local for
the Mountain Trail Rendezvous which was held at
the Days Inn in Grande Cache. The event was held
in a fine-looking setting in the ballroom with over
100 people attending. Thanks to local merchants and
individuals we had approximately 50 silent auction
items and four raffle items. The evening was a huge
success and there was very positive response from
the crowd to make this an annual gathering. For
more information on this evening check out RMWS
web-site. www.rmws.ca
This will be our fourth year in the back country
working to make the trail systems safer and more
enjoyable for the back country travelers regardless
of what mode of travel they may chose, be it hiking,
mountain biking or on horseback. If you see
something in your travels that you think needs
attention let us know or even if you like what you

Sandy enjoying the scenery

Tucker packing the Kallio sign and saw
to Snow Creek Rocky Pass Junction

“Volunteers working in our wildlands are important
today. In the future, they will become even more
important. We volunteers will be needed not only to
protect existing trails, but to demonstrate leadership
in developing recreation opportunities for the
people of the entire nation.”
PAUL PRITCHARD, Director of Heritage
Conservation and Recreation Service, address to the
102nd annual meeting of the Appalachian Mountain
Club, 1977
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VanImschoot who was moving on after many years
of service.

The Great Toilet Haul 2015
by Brian Bildson

I’ve got to admit it feels pretty good when the folks
at Parks tell you that visitors are reporting back to
them on the awesome condition of trails that the
RMWS has worked on. One of RMWS goals is to
work collaboratively with Alberta Parks to
improve our wild places and positive public
feedback is a great measure of success for both
organizations.
But looking back on it, maybe Parks is pretty
crafty, and were buttering us up to get those toilets
into the back country. Regardless of whether it
was a masterful play by Parks, or just a
coincidence, somehow President Ken Groat
volunteered our services to get as many of those
toilets into the Willmore as possible. Then Ken
immediately delegated the job to Lyle, and that’s
why Ken’s President!

I always know I’m in for an interesting conversation
when it’s Lyle Moberly on the other end of the
phone. Lyle’s not much for small talk, but when the
Traditions Director calls… you know its action time.
And this time was no different. “You remember
those toilets Parks was talking about” Lyle starts
out. “Kind of” I replied. “Want to haul some of
them way back into the Willmore, using
snowmobiles?” Say’s Lyle, starting to dangle the
carrot in front of me.

Now that you know the back story perhaps you can
understand why within days of Lyle’s call I was
standing up to my armpits in snow digging a
toboggan out of the powder. Meanwhile Lyle is
patiently breaking trail into the Parks cabin in
front of us in order to get one of those #@*^%
toilets on the deck. We were almost done and in
truth having a blast despite a bit of deep snow.

Not thinking much about the logistics of strapping
toilets onto toboggans and then hauling them up
over mountain passes, I responded with an
enthusiastic “When are we leaving”?
And thus the plan for the great toilet haul of 2015
was hatched. It had all begun a few months earlier
when the Board of the Rocky Mountain Wilderness
Society met with senior Park’s staff at their office in
Spruce Grove. We discussed our previous season’s
trail clearing efforts and cleanup work that had taken
place within the Park’s jurisdictions, and received a
well-deserved pat-on-the-back from Parks for the
stellar work our volunteers had done. We in turn
wanted to bid farewell to Regional Head Andy

Lyle Moberly right in his element!
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Kudos from Warren Kehr
The great toilet haul expedition of 2015 managed
to get over a dozen toilets hauled and spotted at
sites throughout the Willmore Wilderness. From
the grandeur of Eagles Nest Pass to the remotest
corners up on the Sunset Meadow trail, we placed
a series of green doughnut like structures that serve
as a pretty maintenance free toilet facility. Open at
the top they are designed to clean themselves using
Mother Nature’s rain and snow to do so.
The haul was not without its challenges with steep
slopes, crazy side-hills, open water, and blizzard
conditions one day followed by -37 degrees the
next morning. All in all a typical few days in the
Mountains and no hindrance to us getting the job
done.
So should you be trekking through the Willmore
Wilderness this year and come upon a green
beacon of civilization deep within the remote
recesses of the Park, remember the R.M.W.S.
fondly as you lower your posterior onto a
comfortable molded plastic seat.
Big thanks to members for all their help.
Keep it Wild

You know that odd feeling sitting on a toilet eating a
candy bar – George Carlin

I have helped Larry Delorme, of Larry’s Riding
Stables, Guiding and Outfitting, take hunters out to
the Willmore Wilderness Park for several years
now. Each trip has been an adventure and a great
experience. Larry has one of his base camps at the
Porcupine Licks, near the Rocky Pass trail head.
There have been several excursions up the Snow
Creek trail and Rocky Pass. In the past our journey
out to the Pass was laden with natural obstacles;
trees grown over the original trail, deadfall and
several washouts that have necessitated detours and
new trail construction. With this has come the slaps
in the face from whipping willows and alders, the
removal of spruce limbs and aspen bark by human
knees, shins and legs, not to mention the saddle
yoga of outstretched legs, over horse butt, to prevent
the previously mentioned delimbing and debarking.
The experience further enhanced by twilight
conditions. Yes, but it is a natural setting and what
better place to break in a new pack horse then
providing it with all of life’s experiences in one
section of wilderness and at one time ! Well since
the R.M.W.S. has done such an excellent job of
clearing the pass area, these “survival” experiences
have waned significantly. Now we travel on a trail
that riding and pack horses alike, calmly saunter
along their way, even in the night. Gone are many of
nature’s obstacles that leave one with the relief of a
day gone well, in a beautiful location, with no
crippling effects to man or beast. Hardly any reason
now to celebrate the conquest of the journey with a
drink or two at the end of it all.
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On a serious note, the folks did an excellent job
clearing this trail. Travel is much easier and quicker
with hunters and others, not used to horse travel
(and horse power), to further enjoy and “see” what
Willmore has to offer and with minimum concern as
to how they are got there. Several of us travelled up
and down the cleared trail on many occasions and at
various times of the day and night. The trail makes
for a relaxing opportunity to breath in and appreciate
this great part of the land we call Alberta. I also
noticed this area has also attracted more people,

Thoughts from fellow members from
British Columbia – Reg and Krys Marek

exploring the local offerings. Many for their first
time. Catch you on the Trail, in the middle of the
night, sometime.

“Happiness doesn't result from what we get, but
from what we give.”
― Ben Carson

Krys heading over Hardscrabble

Larry Delorme and crew at Rocky Pass

“Camp out among the grass and gentians of glacier
meadows, in craggy garden nooks full of Nature’s
darlings. Climb the mountains and get their good
tidings. Nature’s peace will flow into you as
sunshine flows into trees. The winds will blow their
own freshness into you, and the storms their energy,
while cares will drop off like autumn leaves.”
John Muir, Yosemite Valley, 1898

The day we left Eagle's Nest for the truck...September 8th. Not
the best of weather but I guess it makes us
appreciate the good days more! 2014

A Good Trail Clean - We would just like to
comment on the great job you guys did on clearing
the trail over Pope-Thoreau and on the South
Berland. We went through there this year in late
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Summer of 2014 by
Monty Groat
August and then up the North Berland. You did an
enormous amount of work and we sure appreciated
it when we went through. We went up into Snow
Pass and into Jackknife Pass from one of the camps
and had a great trip and were thankful for your work
on the lower end. There is a section on the North
Berland between Sunset Meadows and the Indian
Trail that's badly flooded by beavers and we had to
go up off the meadows to get around it but other
than that the trails were pretty good. We try to
always do our share of cutting also and did some
cleaning here and there on our trip. We usually are
more on the southern and western part of the
Willmore and had only been on the Berland once
about 30 years ago so we did sure appreciate not
having to struggle through on overgrown trails. I am
a member of RMWS and hope to sometime join you
on a trail clearing project. Thanks again.

The summer of 2014 was a busy one for me. It was
my 4th year working for my dad at Lazy VU Rocky
Mountain Pack Trips Ltd. The first trip we had was
with 2 guests from the United States. We were
camping at Carson Creek a short two hour ride out
of the Rock Lake staging area. We packed up our
horses and were off for a day of adventure. We
arrived in no time at all and were set up. The next
morning I got up and bush wacked my way up the
valley toward Carson Creek pass to get the horses.
After breakfast we saddled up the horses and helped
the guests and my dad take off for a nice day ride.

Reg high up on Carson Creek

“The purpose of life is to live it, to taste it, to
experience to the utmost, to reach out eagerly and
without fear for newer and richer experience.”
- Eleanor Roosevelt"

Horses grazing at Adams Creek
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The rest of the day was spent cutting and dragging
wood with our trusty horse “Doc”. The next five
days were spent riding with the guests into the wild
untamed mountains of the Willmore Wilderness
Park.
The next trip was 10 days that covered a lot of
Willmore Wilderness Park with 7 guests. The first
day we were up early and trailed the horses to the
Rock Lake staging area. We packed up the camping
gear and duffle of the guests and were off to Carson
Creek for the night. We were up again early the next
morning and went and rounded up the horses and
packed up for the long but beautiful ride to Snow
Creek. We were on the trail by 11:00. We stopped at
about 2:00 for lunch on the North Berland. We
arrived at camp at around 4:00 and were set up
where we would spend a couple of nights. The next
morning we let the horses stay out to graze and give
everyone a break. We rested up and prepared to
move the next day to Sunset Meadows. It was sure
nice to break out of the thick timber and come into
the area where the RMWS had cleaned out two
years prior. We got a couple hundred meters from
Sunset camp when I could smell smoke and looked
and saw a small wildfire smoldering. As soon as we
got to camp we got the satellite phone and called
310-FIRE. The next morning we could hear the
chopper coming up the valley and soon they landed
close to camp. In a couple hours they determined a
lightning strike caused the small fire and a massive
rain storm helped cool it down. The next day we
moved to Jakes camp on the South Berland. We
spent two nights there and enjoyed some awesome
catch and release mountain fishing. The next day we
moved back over Pope Thoreau Pass and ran into
Dennis Quintilio and his crew who were finishing
up the clearing of the Pope Thoreau Trail. We spent
two nights over at Carson Creek and I rode up and
met with Lyle Moberly and his crew at Eagles Nest
Pass. The next day we packed up and were off to
Rock Lake Staging Area.

The RMW Society is working hard to ensure that we
have a safe and enjoyable wilderness for everyone to
enjoy. Trail clearing is going to allow people to
enjoy their back country adventures in the Rocky
Mountains. I have been a part of the Society since it
started and I am real proud of the work we have
accomplished.

History Lesson on Spring Bear Hunt
in Willmore
by Dennis Quintilio
Back in the days when there was a spring hunting
season for grizzly bear a few outfitters and Alberta
residents would pack into the Willmore and hope
winter was ended. Our experiences included both
early springs and also storms that added to the snow
drifts still around from winter. Either way there was
not a lot of grass for the horses and most days all
you saw was tracks in the snow heading for greener
pastures. In May of 1985 we travelled up the Big
Berland and put in a camp at the headwaters of
Adams Creek. After a couple of days of hunting we
got a late snow storm and decided to fly camp over
to Eagles Nest Pass where there might be less snow.
It was a long day back to the Berland, through the
canyon to the forks, up the South Berland and then
over the Wildhay hump and up the Pope-Thoreau
where the old steam engine sits.

It’s always a surprise when riders see the old steam
engine and it has been well photograghed
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The horses were happy as the meadow at the fly
camp was clear of snow and starting to green up. We
were happy as it was a lot more like spring at Eagles
Nest and there were grizzly tracks in the valley.
Next day we let the horses stay on the meadow and
hunted on foot over to Eagles Nest Pass. On the way
home that night we saw an outfit setting up camp
just before the Pass and they hollered at us to come
over to their campfire for a visit. It was still daylight
and we were curious who they were so we detoured
in. The outfitter was Bob Woodward from southern
Alberta who also hunted sheep in the Yukon in the
fall. There were three hunters and we noticed that
they were definitely not youngsters. Leanne finally
asked how old they were and if they were stiff and
sore from the long ride in. The youngest was 79 and
the oldest was 83 and the oldest one said “Sonny we
hurt even when we are asleep”. They were all
smoking cigars and drinking whiskey to help the
aches and pains, while the outfitter was making
supper. He asked us where we came from and where
we were camped as he did not see any tracks coming
in from Rock Lake. We told him we came from the
Berland and we were camped at the old steam
engine up Thoreau Creek. That’s when the
conversation got interesting.
Two of the hunters were Americans and the third
was Hersch Neighbor who outfitted in BC and had
guided the Americans for 40 years. They decided to
book a bear trip in Alberta with Woodward and this
would be their last hunt together. Hersch then told
us that his brother Rufe had brought the steam
engine in with a four horse team in the spring of
1932. Rufe worked at the Athabasca Ranch in
Hinton at that time along with Judd Groat. The Blue
Diamond Coal Company had operations in the Brule
area until 1928 and then secured a lease to explore
for coal in the Eagle Nest area. The company built
log cabins on the meadow on Thoreau Creek and
moved up all the pipe, drills and equipment on four
sleighs early in the spring of 1932, and then hired

The Blue Diamond coal exploration camp on Pope Creek

Rufus and a team to help bring in the steam engine
that would provide the drilling power. According to
Hersch his brother followed the Wildhay as much as
he could as the ice was still good and he avoided the
hills. It took 10 days using two horses hitched up
and two following along until their turn came to
switch into the harness. He guessed that they
assembled the front and back wheels after getting to
Pope Creek. We sat around the campfire until dark
listening to some of their stories from 40 years of
hunting together, and really appreciated that we now
knew how that monster steam engine got up to
Thoreau Creek. When we left their camp Hersch
was carving a block of firewood into a pillow for the
83 year old hunter. Apparently he had a bad neck
problem for many years but could sleep well on a
piece of wood if it was carved just right.

“The Wilderness holds answers to more questions
than we have yet learned to ask.”
Nancy Wynne Newhall
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Wrong Hole!
by Landon Delorme
Once upon a time at a trapper’s cabin near Alapeche
Lake, I had taken my older brother and his two
children, Selena and Austin, to our family’s trapping
cabin. Winston was getting some firewood for the
coming winter and I was fixing on my skidoo and
watching the kids play. Winston asked if he should
start a fire. I said sure you might as well. Winston
asked how long to cut the wood. I replied look at the
stove then you'll know. A while later I was playing
with the kids and looked up and didn't see any
smoke coming from the chimney. I yelled to
Winston "did you make a fire?" He yelled back that
he had built a fire. I headed to the cabin to check it
out. When I opened the door, the cabin was filled
with smoke. The fire was roaring in the oven....
Wrong hole Winston!!

“The greatest mistake you can make in life is to be
continually fearing you will make one.”
Elbert Hubbard

Wrangler Woes
by Lyle Moberly
We had a trip over to McBride with a bunch of
Swiss guests. I hired a young fellow from Grande
Cache who wanted to be a bull rider, and thought a
wrangler job would be okay. The trip left and at the
first camp I told the young fellow to put a little dirt
in the stove. (This protects it from burning out).
Well a while later I saw the young fellow still
packing dirt, and thought he must really be taking
his job to heart. This went on for a bit more and I
thought I’d better go and check on the job. The
young fellow had packed in 3 inches of dirt and put
it on the ground underneath the stove and all around
it. Lesson learned, you only need a little in the
firebox.
The next morning, Harry McDonald and I were
saddling the pack horses and the young fellow was
standing around. The outside fire was going nicely. I
told the young fellow to go burn the garbage in the
cook tent. The saddling continued and I saw the
young fellow packing branches and branches. I
thought he was really getting the fire going before
he put the garbage on. After a while it got quiet. I
looked across the saddle and said to Harry, "He
wouldn't would he?" And Harry replied "I think he
would". I rushed to the cook tent and found a huge
pile of branches under the bag of garbage tied to the
center pole!!! The young fellow was bent over with
a lighter in his hand. Thank goodness he couldn't get
it lit. Lesson learned, be clear on your instructions.
Not sure how he made out bull riding, but whenever
his saddle horse trotted the young fellow fell off in
the dirt.
At one camp on the way to McBride we spent 3
nights. With a large group the biffy got a little
full/high. The chopper was bringing in fresh
supplies and in there was a can of Lye, that we use
to shorten the pile. Well as usual I can over do
things... A few days later the cook was complaining
of a ring burned on her ass. I secretly thought I must
have spilled some lye on the toilet seat. Lesson
learned……. look before you squat.
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A Morning with Mors
by Mandy Barzz
This past winter I was out with Landon Delorme on
his trapline. He had this great tool that made
clearing limbs and willows super easy. I asked
Landon “What is the name of that tool?” Landon
replied, “Well it is a Wacha”. I asked well why do
they call it a Wacha? He turned and smiled and
said, “Well when you go up to a tree and hit a
branch you yell WACHA”. Well as soon as I got
back to town I was on the hunt for my own Wacha.
Throughout the trapping season, I opened up a new
line and that Wacha sure did its job. I am not
accused of bushwhacking anymore. Another way it
really
proved itself this winter was when Landon and I
were taking a couple toilets into Big Graves, we
each used one and cleared a lot of small spruce and
limbs from the top of Hayden’s Ridge to the Sulphur
River, approximately 6 kms. It really made the job
effortless. I have purchased 3 for the Society to use
this coming summer. I did add a small rope to the
end of it so that you can wrap it around your wrist
for safety and you can then hang it on the handlebars
or saddle horn. Nice and handy. Anyone going into
the back country should consider taking one. The
tool is actually called a brush axe. It has a non-stick
blade, and a lifetime warranty. Great investment for
$35.00.

Josie Moberly with a WACHA

I love those moments in life where you meet
someone and just go “wow”. I had the pleasure of
meeting Mors Kochanski at last year’s AGM and I
am still saying “wow”. Mors is the type of person
that you could spend a full year with and still not
touch the depths of his knowledge. I think Mors’
passion is teaching children but I was sure grateful
when he took the time to teach a bunch of over-aged
children!
Mors led us on a mini wilderness tour and he helped
us to start our own records. We started by grabbing
some scrap paper (tractor fed for those of you that
can remember what that is; it works really well) and
some packing
tape. Then off
we went into the
bush.
Mors
suggested
collecting
samples
of
several
items
and then sealing
well with the
packing
tape
(preserves like a
dream).
We
then made notes
and within half
an hour, we
were
well
started on the
way to have a
useful reference
guide
for
ourselves.
We
learned
things
like
chewing
on
willow
bark
really does
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Mors’s true passion!
Teaching our new generations of the wilderness

Mandy making sure she doesn’t miss a thing!

relieve a headache or will just give you a perk up, if
you don’t have a headache. And if you eat bear
berries, don’t eat the seeds, or you will find out that
the seeds sit in your system for weeks and that’s
how bears spread seed to new areas! Lastly, if you
ever want a good laugh, watch adults try to start a
fire with two sticks and a string. (Ok, Mors made it
look easy, but for others, there may have been wine
involved).
I would like to extend a big thank you to the
Directors of Rocky Mountain Wilderness Society
for arranging to have Mors come and spend a day
with us. I would also like to express my deepest
thanks to Mors Kochanski for sharing a small
portion of his knowledge and I highly recommend
having Mors nearby if you ever find yourself lost in
the woods!

The Wise Words
of Rob Reid
The Blue Canadian Rockies – Did you say blue?
You perhaps heard the song, sung originally by
Hank Snow I think.
Mountain travelers will have noticed on warm sunny
days that the distant atmosphere may take on a slight
bluish tinge.
The experts say this is caused by terpenes, i.e.,
resinous molecules in aerosol form suspended in the
atmosphere.
These are released by the pines, spruces, and balsam
firs during very warm weather.

For
more
info
on
Mors
go
to:
http://www.karamat.com or check him out on
YouTube! He has many informational videos on all
that he does.

Such terpene aerosols can be in sufficient amounts
to create a smoky, blueish pall over the landscape.
There may even be a noticeable “piney” odor. It is a
worldwide phenomenon. Deciduous forests also
emit aerosols but mostly of a different chemical
composition.

“A well trained person needs only a knife to
survive.” – MORS KOCHANSKI, Survival in the
Boreal Forest

The haze can be confused with the near or distant
forest fires, the smoke from which can travel many
miles.
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In fact a chain of mountains (the Smokey
Mountains) in the eastern United States apparently
derive their name from these aerosols.

Backcountry Mountain Biking
by Trevor Wallace

I read where logging operations in some mountain
regions in California have to be temporarily shut
down from the danger of explosion, when the
density of these flammable aerosols was considered
dangerously high.
For more interesting stories from Rob: check out
his website @ www.ouralbertahome.com

The Blue Canadian Rockies. The bluish cast caused by terpenes
in the atmosphere – looking west to the Banff National Park 1996

“You can’t bounce off the walls, if there are no
walls: outdoor schools make kids happier…..and
smarter.” David Sobel

I started backcountry biking over 20 years ago. Back
then it was primarily to access some remote areas to
do some undisturbed fly fishing. It allowed me to
day trip into areas in Jasper and Willmore
Wilderness Park that otherwise would be multi-day
affairs. I fished rivers such as the Berland, Snake
Indian and Medicine Tent, as well as Kidney and
Fortress Lakes.
In 2007 I started biking in the backcountry a lot
more often. I began training for multi-stage
mountain bike races such as the Trans Rockies
Endurance Challenge. This is a seven day, 500 km
plus race through some very remote areas of the
Purcell Mountains in B.C. There is no better way
to train for an event like this once you start heading
into the backcountry on 100 km excursions! You
will quickly learn some valuable "backcountry
skills" and how to deal with adversity first hand.
I don't expect many people will be training for
endurance races, but my point is that mountain
biking is a great way to explore the backcountry. On
some of the well maintained trails in Willmore it is
very reasonable to cover over 50 km of trail and be
home for dinner. You can see vast amounts of
scenery over the course of just one summer. The
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Here is some Free Advice – Take it or Leave It!
nice part is you can usually pick some really good
weather for a day trip, because in the Rockies it is
pretty rare to get three of four days of stellar weather
in a row. If the weather does turn bad it is always
comforting knowing that come nightfall you will be
in a hot shower and your comfy bed, not setting up
camp! Regardless of how well constructed the plan,
sometimes things can go sideways, and when you
are 40 km from the trailhead with a small pack
things turn ugly fast!

•

Not only was I involved in, but was responsible for
more than one epic trip. The trip that stands out in
my mind was an adventure that I had planned. It
was late fall 2012 when I duped three of my
“friends” to join me on this 75 km jaunt. We got
dropped off at the Cardinal Divide and planned to
ride over the Rocky Pass, join the South Boundary
trail and exit via Jacques Lake to the Maligne Road
trail head. The trip turned into a 22 hour suffer-fest
which included activities such as fording waist deep,
freezing cold rivers; and a 25 km section of throw
your bike over and crawl under thousands of blown
down trees. The trail was nearly impassable,
perhaps the forest fire the previous summer had
something to do with this??? We suffered from heat
exhaustion to hypothermia in the same 22 hour
period! We also experienced snow, darkness, pain,
sweat and fear, maybe even some tears...not me of
course!! Regardless we all survived and learned
some things about ourselves as well as each other
and we all had a renewed respect for Mother Nature.
Here are some of the things I have learned along the
way, usually the hard way!

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Trevor Wallace and his friends at the trail
head on the trip from hell

Pick trails which are suited to your group’s
backcountry
experience,
physical
conditioning and skill level.
Let someone you know where you are going
and when you will be back.
Carry a map and know the current weather
and trail conditions.
Learn how to maintain and repair your bike
using grass sticks or animal bones
preferably.
When travelling in remote country it is
essential that you are prepared for any
situation that may arise – be it mechanical or
otherwise.
Fording rivers can be anything from trivial to
life threatening.

Avoid contact with bears or other wild
animals.
Be prepared to back-track or retreat all
together.
Avoid wearing any spandex or flashy colours
in the backcountry. If you can bike technical
trails in wrangler jeans then that’s your best
choice.
If you encounter horseback riders, stop, get
off your bike and ask the cowboy for
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•

instructions. Tell the horses you are human
and do not hide in the bushes.
If you trigger a rodeo with the pack train get
on your bike and pedal like hell in the
opposite direction while swerving side to
side. This situation is more dangerous than
any Grizzly Bear encounter!

Cook’s Corner
by Ena Mae Clegg

* Get out there and enjoy the amazing
backcountry trails in the Willmore
Wilderness Park!!!

“The secret to mountain biking is pretty simple. The
slower you go the more likely it is you’ll crash”
Julie Furtado

One of my memories is with Larry and me taking a
Polish baker from New Jersey on a hunt up Mt.
Stern near Grande Cache to hunt moose, elk, sheep
and bear in 1967. This was before Grande Cache
was even established. All there was there was a
bridge across the Smoky River and they were just
starting to build the road.
A friend had dropped us off with all the gear and all
our horses leaving our pickup truck at the gravel pit
at the beginning of our 2 week hunt. It took us a
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couple of days to get to our destination. We went in
a couple days before hunting season opened in order
to familiarize ourselves with the area. On opening

I remember coming back to Grande Cache for the
first time 25 years later for our anniversary and
eating at a restaurant and Larry telling the waitress,
the last time we were here, there was no restaurant
to eat at. The waitress looked at him like he lost his
head until it dawned on her that Grande Cache was
celebrating 25 years that summer.
Our hunter continued to come back for quite a few
years to hunt bear and elk at the Clegg’s hunting
cabin on the Simonette and Latornel Rivers, until we
just never heard from him. We often wonder what
happened to him.

Larry, hunter Frank and Ena
heading out from Sulphur Gates in 1967

day our hunter got a goat and a grizzly. He had
really wanted to get a sheep but it started snowing
hard and the Polish baker, who was getting up in
years, found it very difficult and didn’t want to stay
so we headed back out to the truck. With all our
gear and supplies for two weeks along with no stock
trailer to haul our horses we headed for home on the
Simonette River. I rode 20 miles each day for
almost two weeks while Larry and the hunter drove
ahead in the pickup hunting and setting up camp
each night along the Forestry Trunk road, until we
got to Beaver Creek where we went cross-country to
our farm. I was the cook, so after sitting in a saddle
trailing horses all day I still had to make sure we all
were fed our supper, breakfast and packed lunch for
the next day. It was a good trip, we took our time,
saw a lot of country.

The cabin is where I did most of my cooking and
guiding, for 43 years. I only guided when there
were 3 hunters and I needed to fill in. I got a couple
of bears for the men. I remember one time I advised
a hunter not to shoot a moose because he was too far
away, but the hunter wouldn’t listen and shot
anyway. Luckily he missed. We mostly guided
German hunters along with their wives. One year
we had a party of hunters from southern Germany
and a party from northern Germany. We thought
they would like the company of their fellow country
mates. Well it was an eye opener for us! They
spoke different dialects and couldn’t understand
each other. They wouldn’t try and didn’t get along at
all. That was the last time we did that!
Larry and I still get out on pack trips. We were out
on the RMWS Porcupine trail clearing expedition in
2014 and are going on the Big Graves trip this year.
We are also celebrating
anniversary this fall!

our

50th

wedding

Here is an easy economic one pot campfire meal:
MEATBALL STEW
Meatballs:
1 ½ - 2 lb. ground beef
½ cup dry bread crumbs
1 tsp salt
1 egg
Sauce:
5 cups of water
1 onion
1 tbsp. Worcestershire sauce
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½ cup ketchup
1 tsp salt
1 tsp basil
Vegetables
4 stalks celery, cut bite size
4 medium potatoes, cubed
5 medium carrots, cut bite size

Notice of Annual General
Meeting and Campout
Date: June 13, 2015
Location: Gregg River Campsite
http://www.westfraser.com/responsibility/recreation/
frma/campgrounds/gregg-cabin-recreation-area

Sauce: Put ingredients into boiling sauce, simmer
gently about 15 minutes. Add vegetables, simmer
until done, about 15 minutes.
Add more water if needed.
Thicken juice with ¼ cup of flour and ½ cup of
water before serving.

Please take notice that the 3rd Annual General
Meeting will take place on June 13th, 2015 at 10:00
AM at the Gregg River Cabin Group Campsite. All
members are encouraged to attend. We will be
voting in two directors. Any members wishing
copies of the bylaws please contact Jim McClelland
Secretary/Treasurer at 780 865 3679 or
jamcclell@gmail.com

I have made many changes to this recipe like
dipping out the meatballs after they are cooked and
placing them into a sweet and sour sauce or into
spaghetti.

Friday night potluck at 7:00
Potluck for Saturday lunch
Saturday night steak BBQ supplied by RMWS

BISCUITS are always a must to complement a stew!

The planned activities at this year’s AGM:

MILE HIGH BISCUITS
3 cups flour
¼ cup sugar
4 tsp baking powder
½ tsp cream of tartar
¾ tsp salt
½ cup shortening
1 egg beaten
1 1/8 cup milk
Preheat oven to 475 F. Combine dry ingredients,
cut in shortening to form coarse crumbs. Add egg
and milk all at once. Mix until dough forms a ball.
Turn out on a lightly floured surface and roll out ½
to ¾ inch thick. Place on ungreased pan, let rest for
20 minutes or not. Bake at 475 F for 12 to 15
minutes.
Rogers’s syrup or jam with biscuits and butter finish
the DESSERT for the meal.
“The greatest dishes are very simple.”
Auguste Escoffier, the “Emperor of Chefs”

-

GPS training with Gary Mandrusiak
Bush skills training with Mors Kochanski
How to make rope halters
Table branding on the raffle table (please
bring your branding iron!
A whole lot of storytelling.

Please RSVP to Denise Moberly @ 780 827 3030 or
wildhay1@telus.net by June 8th so steaks and food
can be ordered!
HOW TO GET THERE
When traveling west from Edmonton, turn left
(south) onto Highway 40, approximately 4
kilometres past the town of Hinton. Follow Highway
40 south just over 20 kilometres until the Gregg
River Road (and Gregg River) is encountered on the
left side of the Highway. Turn left onto this road and
follow it for 7.4 kilometres until the turn-off to the
Gregg Cabin Recreation Area is found on the right
side of the road. The Gregg River Road is an active
logging/hauling road, and is normally accessible by
2-wheel drive. Please drive with caution.
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Our Board Members

Cliff Henderson Director

Ken Groat President
Bryan Allan Director

Dennis Quintilio Vice President

Lyle Moberly Traditions Director

Brian Bildson Business
Representative

Virginia Stafford lives
in Hinton and has
been a member of
RMWS for the last
three years. She is a
retired CA with a
keen
interest
in
helping out our Society on the financial side. This is
a huge bonus for RMWS with her vast knowledge
about record keeping along with her ability to create
ledgers for our society that will make our books
easy to read, understand, and transparent . She will
be working closely with Jim McClelland, the
Secretary/Treasurer. We would like to thank
Virginia for this kind contribution to RMWS.
“If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn
more, do more and become more, you are a leader.”
John Quincy Adams

Jim McClelland Secretary/Treasurer
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At this year’s AGM
we have a picnic
table the same as the
one
that
was
auctioned off last fall
at the Cowboys Ball.
We plan on having a
card raffle for this table and would like everyone
with a branding iron to bring it with them so we can
burn it into the table top prior to the raffle.
Once again this year we will
be raffling off the moose
antler shown below at the
AGM.

Photos courtesy of: Brian Bildson, Shelli Orava Groat,
Heike Juergens, Larry Clegg, Gordon Groat, Denise
Moberly, Warren Kehr, Reg and Krys Marek, Monty
Groat, Dennis Quintilio, Karen Delorme, Rob Reid,
Trevor Wallace, Crystal Kereluik, Annette McClelland,
Carolyn Ford and Vern Priest

Cover page photo: Picture of 2014 Members Campout at
Rock Lake

Rocky Mountain Wilderness Society
Box 418
Grande Cache, AB
T0E 0Y0
780 865 1103
Please help spread the word and like us on Facebook!
@ https://www.facebook.com/RMWSociety
www.rmws.ca
www.rockymountainwildernesssociety.com
www.rockymountainwildernesssociety.ca

“Growth is never by mere chance; it is the result of
forces working together.”
James Cash Penney

Do you like spending time
in the Saddle? If so we have
a great opportunity coming
your way this fall at our
Annual Cowboys Ball. We
will have a very similar
saddle to the one pictured
here that will be auctioned
off. This saddle for the
auction will be made by AV
Priest Saddlery this summer
using a 16.5” raw hide covered association tree.
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